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A B S T R A C T   

The inclusion of health-related indicators in composite measures of multiple deprivation introduces a risk of 
endogeneity bias when using the latter in health inequalities research. This bias may ultimately result in the 
inappropriate allocation of healthcare resources and maintenance of preventable health inequalities. Mitigation 
strategies to avoid this bias include removing the health-related indicators or using single constituent domains 
(such as income or employment class) in isolation. These strategies have not been widely validated. This study 
used population-level health and mortality data with a contemporary composite measure of multiple deprivation 
(Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation; SIMD) to assess these mitigation strategies. The differences between 
deprivation methods (original, health excluded, and income domain) were negligible. The results of quantitative 
research on health inequalities are unlikely to be affected by endogeneity bias.   

1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

Deprivation is a multi-faceted state which manifests in many aspects 
of people’s lives and is affected by more than just monetary and material 
factors (Braveman et al., 2005; Liberatos et al., 1988; Townsend, 1987; 
Watson et al., 2019). People living in poor socioeconomic circumstances 
face significantly worse outcomes for morbidity and mortality than 
those living in areas of lesser deprivation (Agardh et al., 2011; Allik 
et al., 2020; Brown et al., 2019; Frølich et al., 2019; Knies and Kumari, 
2022; Mackenbach et al., 2008; Schiøtz et al., 2017). Developing policy 
which addresses inequalities in morbidity and mortality requires accu-
rate measures of deprivation, which are commonly implemented at the 
area level. Measures of area-level deprivation must, therefore, be 
implemented both methodologically and theoretically appropriately to 
avoid the maintenance or worsening of preventable inequalities in 
health. 

Contemporary area-level composite measures of multiple depriva-
tion (CMMDs) attempt to account for the multidimensional nature of 

deprivation. They go beyond typical single-item measures such as 
household income or socioeconomic employment categories by 
including indicators of different forms of deprivation. This increases the 
accuracy and robustness with which the latent construct of deprivation 
is measured (Bryere et al., 2017; Lian et al., 2016; Strömberg et al., 
2021). Some CMMDs incorporate indicators based on health-related 
manifestations of deprivation, including CMMDs used in the UK 
(McLennan et al., 2019; Northern Ireland Statistics and Research 
Agency, 2017; Scottish Government, 2020; Welsh Government, 2019), 
New Zealand (Exeter et al., 2017), Australia (Australian Bureau of Sta-
tistics, 2018), and Germany (Maier et al., 2013). Noble and colleagues 
have provided an excellent summary of the general principles underly-
ing the construction of the UK indices (Noble et al., 2006). However, it 
has been suggested that the inclusion of health-related indicators in the 
construction of CMMDs could, theoretically, introduce endogeneity bias 
when used alongside socioeconomically-graded health outcome vari-
ables. This study explores the potential effects of this bias on the results 
of quantitative health inequalities analysis. 
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1.2. Source, consequences, and mitigation of endogeneity bias in 
composite measures of multiple deprivation 

Endogeneity bias can occur when outcome and predictor variables 
have a direct relationship (Archie, 1981; Hill et al., 2021). For example, 
analyses that examine differences in mortality rates by area-level 
deprivation can be biased if the chosen CMMD incorporates mortality 
rates as an indicator, as is the case in the Index of Local Conditions (i.e., 
simultaneity bias; Hill et al., 2021; Simpson, 1995). Alternatively, the 
association between predictor and outcome variables may not be 
explicit. But if both are strongly influenced by a latent variable, such as 
health-related deprivation, then bias can still occur. Conceptually, the 
circular reasoning being expressed in such cases is that a 
deprivation-dependent health outcome is partially specified to be a 
function of deprivation-dependent health (through the inclusion of 
health-related indicators in the CMMD). The potential consequences of 
this endogenous link between health-related outcome and predictor 
variables have not been given sufficient attention in the research 
literature. 

The potential for results in socioeconomic inequalities health 
research to be biased should be a substantial concern for researchers, 
policy makers, and the public. With the move toward evidence-based 
public health decision making, the influence of health inequality 
research on policy making is growing. These decisions dictate where 
health and healthcare resources are directed (Baczyk et al., 2016; NHS 
England and Improvement, 2021; Salmond and Crampton, 2012). 
Erroneous results caused by endogeneity bias can, therefore, potentially 
lead to a failure to address preventable socioeconomic inequalities in 
morbidity and mortality. 

The risk posed by the consequences of endogeneity bias is recognised 
by researchers in both academia and government. Official guidance 
from the Scottish and British governments recommends that analyses 
featuring health or mortality outcomes should either 1) exclude the 
health domain from their chosen CMMD and recalculate deprivation 
scores, or 2) use the income domain only (known to correlate strongly 
with overall deprivation; McLennan et al., 2019; Ralston et al., 2014; 
Scottish Government, 2022). Health inequality researchers looking to 
mitigate this risk may choose one of these two methods, or explicitly 
note the potential for endogeneity bias as a limitation of their work (e.g., 
Allik et al., 2016; Brown and Leyland, 2009; Fenton et al., 2019; Green, 
2013; Jordan, 2004; McMonagle et al., 2022; Ralston et al., 2014). 
Although using these mitigation strategies to assign deprivation scores 
can be appropriate — and researchers should certainly make informed 
judgements when selecting a measure of deprivation — formal valida-
tion or justification of these alternative methods of assigning depriva-
tion scores is rare. The purpose of the present study is to provide 
formalised evidence of the effects of such strategies and explore how it 
may affect the results of health inequality research. 

To the best of our knowledge, the only published examination of the 
effect of endogeneity bias between health outcomes and the health 
domain of a CMMD was reported by Adams and White (2006). The 
authors calculated deprivation scores for the 2004 Index of Multiple 
Deprivation (IMD) for England after removing the health domain. Their 
results showed no significant differences between analyses which used 
either the original all-domain or the health-excluded version of the IMD. 
The lack of evidence around this topic is further highlighted by the 
absence of studies which consider the effects of endogeneity when 
mortality is the outcome variable. This is of particular importance since 
CMMDs can include mortality-related indicators in the health domain 
and, again, this has previously been recognised as an issue by re-
searchers (e.g., Fenton et al., 2019; Simpson, 1995). 

1.3. Scotland as a case study 

Scotland was selected as a case study to investigate concerns about 
endogeneity bias in the context of CMMD and health inequalities 

analysis. It was chosen because 1) it experiences significant health in-
equalities which are worse than comparably developed countries 
(McCartney et al., 2012), 2) there are high-quality data available about 
population-level health outcomes and mortality, and 3) it has a 
widely-used area-level CMMD which includes health-related indicators 
of deprivation: the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (Scottish 
Government, 2020). 

1.4. Study aim and objectives 

The aim of this study was to assess whether the endogeneity bias 
described above can have a substantial effect on the results of exemplary 
health inequalities analyses. This work was intended to expand on the 
results of Adams and White (2006) by adding a new context (Scotland), 
an additional outcome (mortality), and testing another common bias 
mitigation strategy (using the income domain in isolation). Moreover, 
by testing the effect of common bias-mitigation strategies used in health 
inequalities research, this work aimed to provided evidence to help re-
searchers justify or reject these strategies. 

The first objective of this study was to assess concordance between 
overall SIMD deprivation scores and the deprivation scores arising from 
the two alternative methods of calculating deprivation scores described 
above: 1) excluding the health domain indicators from the CMMD, and 
2) using the income domain in isolation. The second objective was to 
report how the results of analyses which use population-level health and 
mortality data in Scotland were affected by using these two alternative 
deprivation calculation methods. 

2. Data and methods 

2.1. Composite measure of multiple deprivation 

The Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) provides an es-
timate of the combined extent of deprivation in multiple domains, 
homogenised over a small geographic area known as a data zone 
(described in more detail below; Scottish Government, 2012 Scottish 
Government, 2020). An overall SIMD score is calculated for each data 
zone using area-level indicators of deprivation across the following 
domains, with the relative weight of each domain shown in parentheses: 
income (0.28); employment (0.28); education, skills, and training 
(0.14); geographic access to services (0.09); crime (0.09); housing 
(0.02); and health (0.14). The health domain of the SIMD is constructed 
from seven weighted indicators detailed in Supplement File Table S1. 

Individual data zones can be ranked by their composite deprivation 
score or their score in each constituent domain. Ranks are used rather 
than raw scores because the latter are not meaningful when comparing 
across domains. This is due to heterogeneity among indicator scoring 
methods. SIMD ranks are published for each data zone by the Scottish 
Government, along with technical guidance about relevant calculation 
methods (http://simd.scotland.gov.uk/). For this study we compared 
three methods of calculating data zone deprivation ranks: 1) overall 
SIMD rank including the health domain, 2) overall SIMD rank excluding 
the health domain (hereafter referred to as the Scottish Index of Multiple 
Deprivation Excluding Health; SIMDEH), and 3) the income domain in 
isolation. 

SIMD deprivation ranks are most commonly used to categorise data 
zones into population-weighted deprivation quantiles (e.g., Allik et al., 
2021; Covvey et al., 2014; Henery et al., 2021; McMahon et al., 2018; 
Thompson et al., 2013). For example, the data zones which, after 
ranking by deprivation, cumulatively contain 10% of the total popula-
tion in the most deprived areas are assigned to deprivation decile 1 in 
the SIMD ordering convention. The least deprived data zones containing 
10% of the total population are assigned to decile 10. In this study we 
examined quintiles, deciles, and vigintiles. For brevity, only the results 
of analyses which used deciles are reported here. It should be noted that 
no substantial differences with the results presented were identified 
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using different numbers of quantiles. 
The 2012 and 2020 iterations of the SIMD were used in the present 

study. SIMD2012 divides Scotland into 6505 data zones with a mean 
population of 803 (standard deviation = 248). This iteration of the SIMD 
was used when analysing health data from the 2011 Scottish Census and 
2010–2012 mortality data (detailed below). SIMD2020v2 comprises 
6796 data zones with a mean population of 778 (standard deviation =
219). This iteration of the SIMD was used during the analysis of 
2017–2019 mortality data. 

2.2. Self-rated health 

Data on self-rated health were available from the 2011 Scottish 
Census Commissioned Table CT_0033d_2011 (National Records of 
Scotland). This provided population-level data on census respondents’ 
perception of their own health, the health of other members of their 
household, and the health of their dependants. The census question was 
phrased “How is your health in general?” with possible responses being 
very good, good, fair, bad, and very bad. Response counts were available 
separately for males and females for each data zone in five-year age 
groups from ages 0–74, with all individuals aged 75 years or over being 
placed into a single age group. A bad health count variable was con-
structed by combining bad and very bad responses. The denominator 
used in self-rated health analyses was the sum of the data zone pop-
ulations extracted from the 2011 Scottish Census Commissioned Table. 

2.3. Limiting long-term health conditions 

Data on the number of individuals with any self-reported limiting 
long-term health conditions (LLTHC) were available from the 2011 
Scottish Census Commissioned Table CT_0033f_2011 (National Records 
of Scotland). The census question was phrased “Do you have any of the 
following conditions which have lasted, or are expected to last, at least 12 
months?” Respondents could select from a predefined list of common 
LLTHC such as diabetes or severe visual impairment, or they could 
provide a free text response. Response counts were available separately 
for males and females for each data zone in five-year age groups from 
ages 0–74, with all individuals aged 75 years or over being placed into a 
single age group. The responses to this question were used to construct a 
count of how many individuals had a LLTHC. The denominator used in 
LLTHC analyses was the sum of the data zone populations extracted from 
the 2011 Scottish Census Commissioned Table. 

2.4. Mortality 

Mortality counts were available from the National Records of Scot-
land. Mortality data were available separately for males and females for 
each data zone in five-year age groups from ages 0–74. All individuals 
aged 75 years or over were placed into a single age group to align with 
the structure of the census health outcomes data. Counts were obtained 
for 2010–2012 (inclusive) and averaged, referred to as 2011 data 
hereafter. These years were selected to be closest in time to the health 
data from 2011 Census. Mortality data for 2017–2019 were similarly 
averaged, referred to as 2018 data hereafter. The 2017–2019 data were 
selected as the most recent mortality data available which are not 
affected by the excess deaths associated with the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Multiple years of mortality counts were averaged to counter the annual 
variability in death counts. It should be noted that mortality (and all 
other outcomes) were aggregated across all data zones within a depri-
vation decile. As such, there is no concern about error due to very low or 
zero counts which may have occurred in some data zones. The denom-
inator for 2011 mortality analyses was the sum of the data zone pop-
ulations extracted from the 2011 Scottish Census Commissioned Tables. 
The denominator for the 2018 mortality analyses was the mean of the 
2017–2019 mid-year population estimates (Public Health Scotland). 

2.5. Data statement 

Mortality data are available from National Records of Scotland on 
request. Census data and population estimates are publicly available 
from National Records of Scotland (National Records of Scotland) and 
Public Health Scotland (Public Health Scotland), respectively. 

2.6. Analysis methods 

Health outcome, mortality, and deprivation decile data were linked 
for each data zone. Data zones were excluded from all analyses if they 
had zero population. This led to the exclusion of five data zones from the 
2011 analyses and three from the 2018 analyses. Confidence intervals 
were set at 95% throughout. Analyses were carried out in R v.4.1.3 (R 
Core Team, 2021) and employed functions from the Hmisc (Harrell Jr, 
2021), PHEindicatormethods (Georgina, 2020), psych (Revelle, 2022), 
SocEpi (Allik, 2022), and tidyverse (Wickham et al., 2019) packages. 

The strength of concordance was assessed between the overall SIMD 
and, independently, the two alternative deprivation methods under 
investigation (SIMDEH and income domain in isolation). The correlation 
of the deprivation ranks between deprivation methods was assessed 
using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (rs) and visualised with 
Bland–Altman plots. Crude proportion of agreement and Cohen’s kappa 
(KW Cohen, 1968) were used to assess the concordance of assigned 
quantiles between deprivation methods. KW was applied using equal 
weighting for each level of quantile discordance. 

Health and mortality outcomes were analysed separately for males 
and females throughout as socioeconomic position is known to affect 
health outcomes in either sex to different degrees (Macintyre et al., 
2003). The prevalence of health outcomes and mortality incidence were 
age standardised at the decile level to the 2013 European Standard 
Population (Eurostat, 2013). Standardisation was used to adjust for 
differences in age distributions between deciles (National Records of 
Scotland, 2022). Standardisation was carried out for both the overall 
population and select age subgroups (0–19, 20–44, 45–74, 75+ years; 
subgroup results not shown but were essentially similar to the overall 
population results). Standardised rates were calculated using the 
PHEindicatormethods package for R (Georgina, 2020). 

Absolute inequalities were assessed using the Slope Index of 
Inequality (SII). In the context of the present work, the SII indicates the 
absolute difference in the age-standardised rate of people experiencing a 
health outcome between the notionally most and least deprived data 
zones (Conway et al., 2019; Regidor, 2004; Scottish Public Health Ob-
servatory, 2022). The SII is therefore a useful measure for informing 
healthcare resource allocation to address health inequities. Positive 
values indicate worse outcomes in more deprived areas. SII values were 
calculated using ordinary least squares regression fitted to 
age-standardised prevalence rates or mortality incidence rates at the 
midpoints of deciles using the SocEpi package for R (Allik, 2022). 

Relative inequalities were assessed using the linear Relative Index of 
Inequality (RII). The RII is defined here as the SII divided by the relevant 
age-standardised prevalence or incidence rate for the overall population 
(Conway et al., 2019; Pamuk, 1985; Regidor, 2004; Scottish Public 
Health Observatory, 2022). The RII complements the SII by indicating 
the degree of association between deprivation and a health outcome. RII 
values typically lie in the range − 2 to 2. However, the magnitude of RII 
can be greater than 2 if non-linearity is present in the relationship be-
tween the health outcome and deprivation data used in the regression 
model which generates SII values (Conway et al., 2019). An RII value of 
zero indicates no inequality. Positive values indicate worse outcomes in 
more deprived areas. RII values were calculated using the SocEpi 
package for R (Allik, 2022). 
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3. Results 

3.1. Deprivation rank and quantile concordance 

Pairwise agreement statistics between overall SIMD and both the 
SIMDEH and income-only deprivation methods are reported in Table 1. 
The alternative methods led to some data zones being assigned to higher 
or lower quantiles. Increasing the number of quantiles naturally led to 
greater numbers of data zones being reassigned to those higher or lower 
quantile levels. This explains the decreasing value of crude agreement 
percentage with increasing number of quantiles (see Supplement File 
Table S4 for a more detailed breakdown of these shifts). However, the 
more nuanced concordance statistics (rs and KW) suggested very strong 
or near-perfect pairwise agreement between SIMD and the two alter-
native deprivation methods. Bland–Altman plots showed that SIMDEH 
deprivation ranks for data zones were generally closer to original SIMD 
ranks than income domain ranks (see Supplement File Figs. S1–S4). 

3.2. Health outcomes 

Descriptive statistics for health outcomes are reported in Table 2. 
There was no meaningful difference between males and females in the 
proportion of individuals in poor health. This was consistent across age 
subgroups and SIMD deciles (results not shown). Standardised rates for 
health outcomes also exhibited no substantial difference between males 
and females (Table 3). 

Increased deprivation was associated with poorer self-reported 
health outcomes. This was true for both males and females, and across 
age subgroups (0–19, 20–44, 45–74, 75+ years; results not shown). This 
trend is exemplified in Fig. 1 which presents rates of self-rated bad 
health in females across deprivation deciles. Results were essentially 
similar in males. Importantly, this plot demonstrates the overlap in 
calculated rates between the three deprivation methods (SIMD, SIM-
DEH, income domain only). Differences in the age-standardised rates 
resulting from the overall SIMD and alternative deprivation calculation 
methods were statistically insignificant in all but two of the 160 pairwise 
combinations of sex, outcome, and decile. One of these cases was when 
considering mortality in females in decile 9 where using the original 

SIMD generated an estimate of 943 per 100,000 population (95% CI: 
904, 983) compared with 854 (95% CI: 816, 893) using the income 
domain. The other case was for bad health in males in decile 6 where 
using the original SIMD generated an estimate of 45.8 per 1,000 popu-
lation (95%CI: 45.0, 46.7) compared with 47.6 (95%CI: 46.8, 48.6) 
using the income domain. However, the magnitude of these within- 
decile differences were insubstantial compared to across-decile 
differences. 

No statistically significant difference in SII between SIMD and either 
of the alternative deprivation methods (SIMDEH and income domain 
only) was found in any combination of age group, outcome, and sex. 
Absolute inequalities in health outcomes exhibited a linear increase 
from early adulthood to age 55–59 years for females (Fig. 2), where it 
plateaued for self-reported bad health, and began to decrease rapidly for 
LLTHC with increasing age. The pattern in men was broadly similar 
except peak values of inequalities were found in those aged 60–64 years. 
The scale of absolute inequalities for these outcomes were similar be-
tween males and females in all age groups and subgroups. 

No statistically significant difference in RII between SIMD and either 
of the alternative deprivation methods (SIMDEH and income domain 

Table 1 
Concordance statistics between the overall Scottish Index of Multiple Depriva-
tion (SIMD) and both the SIMD Excluding Health (SIMDEH) and income domain 
of the SIMD (with 95% CI’s in parentheses where available). Presented for the 
2012 and 2020v2 iterations of the SIMD. rs = Spearman’s rank correlation co-
efficient, % = crude agreement percentage, KW = Cohen’s weighted Kappa.   

SIMD2012 SIMD2020v2 

SIMDEH Income SIMDEH Income 

Ranks 

rs 1.00 .97 1.00 .97 

Quintiles 

% 92.0 (91.3, 
92.6) 

75.7 (74.6, 
76.7) 

93.3 (92.7, 
93.9) 

76.6 (75.6, 
77.6) 

KW 0.95 (0.91, 
0.99) 

0.85 (0.81, 
0.88) 

0.96 (0.92, 
1.00) 

0.85 (0.82, 
0.89) 

Deciles 

% 82.6 (81.6, 
83.5) 

53.1 (51.8, 
54.3) 

86.5 (85.7, 
87.3) 

56.9 (55.8, 
58.1) 

KW 0.95 (0.94, 
0.95) 

0.84 (0.83, 
0.84) 

0.96 (0.95, 
0.97) 

0.85 (0.85, 
0.86) 

Vigintiles 

% 65.8 (64.7, 
67.0) 

33.1 (31.9, 
34.2) 

72.5 (71.5, 
73.6) 

36.4 (35.2, 
37.5) 

KW 0.95 (0.94, 
0.95) 

0.84 (0.83, 
0.84) 

0.96 (0.96, 
0.96) 

0.85 (0.85, 
0.85)  

Table 2 
Health and mortality outcome statistics. LLTHC = limiting long-term health 
condition, N = total count of individuals experiencing the health outcome or 
three-year-averaged death count, % = percentage of population, M (SD) = mean 
and standard deviation per data zone. *Populations for 2011 shown in header 
row, populations for 2018: female = 2,791,382, male = 2,650,685.   

Females Pop = 2,675,079 Males Pop = 2,521,307 

N % M (SD) N % M (SD) 

Bad health 152,199 5.7 23.4 
(14.3) 

133,408 5.3 20.5 
(12.9) 

LLTHC 796,328 29.8 122.5 
(38.3) 

736,642 29.2 113.3 
(33.6) 

Mortality 
(2011) 

27,787 1.04 4.3 (3.5) 25,588 1.01 3.9 (2.2) 

Mortality 
(2018)* 

29,356 1.05 4.2 (3.6) 28,130 1.06 4.0 (2.4)  

Table 3 
Age-standardised health and mortality outcome statistics. ASR = overall age- 
standardised prevalence rate per 1,000 population for health outcomes and 
age-standardised incidence rate per 100,000 population for mortality, SII =
Slope Index of Inequality, RII = Relative Index of Inequality (95% confidence 
intervals in parentheses). SII and RII calculated using overall Scottish Index of 
Multiple Deprivation deciles are presented here but differences in point esti-
mates were negligible when compared with those calculated using Scottish 
Index of Multiple Deprivation Excluding Health and income-only deprivation 
methods.  

Outcome ASR SII RII 

Females 

Bad health 57.9 (57.6, 58.2) 97.0 (96.1, 98.0) 1.67 (1.66, 
1.69) 

LLTHC 302.5 (301.9, 
303.2) 

155.0 (152.8, 
157.3) 

0.51 (0.50, 
0.52) 

Mortality 
(2011) 

1095 (1,082, 1108) 586 (538, 632) 0.54 (0.49, 
0.58) 

Mortality 
(2018) 

997 (986, 1009) 707 (668, 743) 0.71 (0.67, 
0.75) 

Males 

Bad health 58.1 (57.8, 58.4) 103.8 (102.8, 
104.8) 

1.79 (1.77, 
1.81) 

LLTHC 315.7 (315.0, 
316.5) 

152.2 (149.5, 
155.0) 

0.48 (0.47, 
0.49) 

Mortality 
(2011) 

1324 (1,307, 1340) 1051 (994, 1112) 0.79 (0.75, 
0.83) 

Mortality 
(2018) 

1225 (1,211, 1239) 1078 (1,019, 1127) 0.88 (0.84, 
0.92)  
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only) was found in any combination of age group, outcome, and sex. 
Relative inequalities for health outcomes were moderately high in early 
childhood and lowest between age 10–30 years. Peak inequalities 
occurred in, or close to, the 40–44 year age group before decreasing into 
older adulthood. Relative inequalities were slightly larger in magnitude 

in middle-aged males than females but were otherwise similarly 
patterned. Fig. 3 is presented as an example of this patterning with age 
and shows the relative inequality in rates of females living with a 
LLTHC. Relative inequalities in self-reported bad health were substan-
tially larger than for rates of individuals living with LLTHC, with values 
of RII for bad health ranging between 1 and 2.5. These values indicate 
the rates of bad health in the most deprived data zones are about 
50–125% higher than the least deprived across age groups (Conway 
et al., 2019, p.36). Focusing on the second objective of this study, Figs. 2 
and 3 clearly demonstrate the high degree of overlap between all 
deprivation methods. 

3.3. Mortality 

Descriptive statistics for mortality outcomes are reported in Table 2. 
Standardised mortality rates for males were significantly higher than for 
females. Standardised mortality rates for the overall population for both 
males and females decreased significantly between 2011 and 2018, but 
the absolute difference between males and females remained consistent. 

Absolute inequalities in mortality increased exponentially with age, 
driven by the expected increase in mortality rate with age (see Supple-
ment File Fig. S5). Relative inequalities, however, peaked at ages 30–49 
and decreased slowly with age for both males and females (see Sup-
plement File Fig. S6). Absolute inequalities in females increased signif-
icantly from 2011 to 2018 but no such difference was found in males 
(Table 3). Relative inequality significantly increased in both females and 
males between time periods. Premature mortality exhibited larger 
greater relative inequalities than all-age mortality (results not shown). 
Both absolute and relative inequalities in individuals aged 30–54 years 
demonstrated an increase between 2011 and 2018, although differences 
in relative inequalities were not statistically significant between time 
periods for any single five-year age group. These results once again 
highlight that the magnitude of differences in calculated values between 
deprivation methods are insubstantial in comparison to differences be-
tween age groups or time periods. 
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95% CI: 57.6, 58.2). Note: The size of printed points is larger than the confi-
dence intervals for most deciles. 
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Fig. 2. Point estimates and 95% confidence bands of absolute inequalities in 
females living with a limiting long-term health conditions (LLTHC) as indicated 
by the Slope Index of Inequality (SII). The SII for the population as a whole is 
represented with a black dashed horizontal line, estimated using overall Scot-
tish Index of Multiple Deprivation decile midpoint values (155.0 per 1,000 
population; 95% CI: 152.6, 157.3). 
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Fig. 3. Point estimates and 95% confidence bands of relative inequalities in 
females living with a limiting long-term health conditions (LLTHC) as indicated 
by the Relative Index of Inequality (RII). The RII for the population as a whole is 
represented with a black dashed horizontal line, estimated using overall Scot-
tish Index of Multiple Deprivation decile midpoint values (0.51; 95% CI: 
0.50, 0.53). 
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3.4. Auxiliary results 

No substantial differences in the general patterning of health nor 
mortality outcomes were noted in the wider set of unreported results 
which used different numbers of quantiles (quintiles and vigintiles) or 
other isolated domains of the SIMD. The exception to this is the access 
deprivation domain. Increased access-related deprivation was associ-
ated with improved health and mortality outcomes. An example plot is 
shown in Supplement File Fig. S7 which presents standardised rates for 
self-rated bad health for all deprivation methods by decile. This reversal 
of trend is due to access-related deprivation domain scores being based 
on indicators such as the availability of high-speed internet and travel 
times to a range of key education and healthcare services. Materially 
deprived areas tend to cluster in urban centres which have a higher 
density of such services. This leads to a moderate negative correlation 
between deprivation rank in the access domain and all other constituent 
domains of the SIMD, as well as composite deprivation rank (Supple-
ment File Tables S2 and S3). 

4. Discussion 

There is ongoing concern that the inclusion of health-related in-
dicators in composite measures of multiple deprivation (CMMD) can 
lead to endogeneity bias in health inequalities analyses. This bias may 
ultimately lead to inappropriate allocation of healthcare resources and 
the unintentional perpetuation or worsening of health inequalities. Our 
work addressed this concern and found no substantial differences be-
tween the two commonly-used bias mitigation strategies (exclusion of 
the health domain and using the income domain in isolation). The re-
sults of the present study demonstrated that the risk of endogeneity bias 
in health inequalities research due to inclusion of health-related in-
dicators in CMMDs is negligible. 

4.1. Comparison of deprivation calculation methods 

This study used population-level health and mortality data, and a 
CMMD in a country with significant health inequalities. By using these 
data in a selection of analysis methods frequently found in health in-
equalities research, we have demonstrated the magnitude of inequalities 
between socioeconomic strata outweigh differences between methods of 
calculating deprivation within a single stratum. This finding persisted 
regardless of whether quintiles, deciles, or vigintiles were selected as the 
unit of quantile division. 

The underlying reason for the lack of difference between mitigation 
strategies is the strong association between the health domain and 
overall deprivation ranks (rs = 0.91 and 0.94 for SIMD2012 and 
SIMD2020v2 respectively; see Supplement File Tables S2 and S3 for all 
interdomain correlation values). There is therefore minimal impact on a 
data zone’s composite deprivation rank, and the quantile to which is it 
subsequently assigned, regardless if the health domain is included or 
not. The income domain is similarly highly correlated with overall 
deprivation (rs = 0.97 for both iterations of the SIMD). Thus, using this 
domain in isolation does not change the quantile to which the majority 
of data zones are assigned. The majority of other domains are also 
strongly associated with the overall deprivation rank (excluding the 
access domain, as discussed above). This strong interdomain correlation 
is unsurprising since indicators included in CMMDs are selected spe-
cifically because they exhibit socioeconomic gradients. Researchers 
using CMMDs other than the SIMD, such as the Income and Employment 
Index (IEI) used in the Scottish Government’s Long-term Monitoring of 
Health Inequalities report (Scottish Government, 2022), can therefore 
quickly address any concerns about potential endogeneity bias by 
considering the strength of interdomain correlation in their chosen 
measure. 

Our results extend those of Adams and White (2006) by demon-
strating a lack of substantial difference between deprivation for more 

contemporary health data after excluding the health domain of our 
chosen CMMD. Our work also complements past research that has 
considered varying the weights applied to constituent domains (which 
have been the source of debate; Deas et al., 2003; Dibben et al., 2007; 
Watson et al., 2019). Schederecker et al. (2019) compared a range of 
methods for weighting domains of the German Index of Multiple 
Deprivation. Their study found that even substantial changes in domain 
weights produced little difference in the association of mortality rates 
with deprivation. Strömberg et al. (2021) constructed a CMMD for use in 
Sweden and found it as efficacious as a measure of deprivation as 
household income, although the former did outperform other typical 
single-item measures. Other research comparing different indices of 
deprivation indicates that selection of measure, or varying the size of 
geographic zones used, can have much more notable effects on results 
than implementing the mitigation strategies as we have in the present 
work (Adams et al., 2005; Berkowitz et al., 2015; Lian et al., 2016). 
However, a comparison of seven CMMDs by Bryere et al. (2017) 
demonstrated that most were comparable in the degree to which they 
agreed with single-item measures (e.g., highest educational attainment 
or household income). Another recent study in New Zealand also 
demonstrated that different CMMDs adequately capture deprivation 
even when underpinned by different theoretical positions and constit-
uent indicators (Crampton et al., 2020). Together, these results indicate 
area-level deprivation can be suitably quantified in many ways and the 
results of health inequalities analyses are robust, regardless of differ-
ences in deprivation measurement methodologies. 

4.2. Health outcomes 

Health inequalities due to deprivation were substantial and perva-
sive across health outcomes in this study, with increased deprivation 
being associated with poorer health. Differences between strata (depri-
vation deciles and age groups) were far larger in magnitude than dif-
ferences between deprivation methods within the same stratum. This 
reinforces that the risk of endogeneity bias due to the inclusion of health 
domains in CMMD is minimal. 

The proportion of people living with self-rated bad health increased 
both with age and with deprivation. However, only 15% of people aged 
75 or above consider themselves to be in bad or very bad health despite 
nearly 75% of both females and males having at least one limiting long- 
term health condition in this age group. The crude proportion of in-
dividuals reporting self-rated fair, bad, or very bad health (calculated 
but not reported here) was substantially lower than the rates reported by 
Adams et al. (2005). However, that study was limited to a northern 
English city that was not representative of the national population in 
terms of deprivation. Standardised rates in the present study are com-
parable to previous work which used 2011 Scottish Census health data 
(Allik et al., 2019). 

4.3. Mortality 

Our results demonstrated a lack of substantial difference in mortality 
outcomes between deprivation methods, an outcome which has not been 
previously explored in the literature in the context of endogeneity bias in 
CMMDs. Differences between strata (deprivation deciles and age 
groups) were far larger in magnitude than differences between depri-
vation methods within the same stratum. Again, this suggests the po-
tential consequences of endogeneity bias are negligible. 

Age-standardised mortality rates substantially worsened with 
increasing deprivation for both females and males, for both time periods 
of mortality analysis. Absolute inequalities in mortality rates measured 
using the SII increased with age. A significant increase in absolute in-
equalities was observed between 2011 and 2018 in both middle-aged 
females and males. Relative inequalities measured using the RII 
peaked in middle age for both females and males but were generally 
higher in males, in keeping with trends seen in previous studies of 
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mortality in Scotland, England, and Wales (Green, 2013; Norman and 
Boyle, 2014; Ralston et al., 2014). There was a significant decrease in 
age-standardised mortality rates for both females and males between the 
two time periods, as has been found in other parts of the UK (Murphy, 
2021). Overall relative inequalities in 2018 increased significantly from 
2011 levels, particularly for females. However, the difference was not 
statistically significant between time periods for either sex for any in-
dividual five year age group with the exception of males aged 45–49 
years (see Supplement File Fig. S6). The increase in mortality for 
middle-aged men may be explained in part by the increase in deaths due 
to suicide, alcohol, and drug use (Allik et al., 2020). 

4.4. Strengths and limitations 

A strength of our work is the wide range of analyses carried out for 
various subgroups (age groups, sex, socioeconomic strata) for multiple 
health and mortality outcomes using population-level data. By exploring 
a selection of age subgroups and different numbers of quantiles using 
common analytical methods we have demonstrated the robustness of 
health inequalities research to commonly-used bias mitigation strategies 
used in deprivation measurement methodology. Additionally, employ-
ing a widely-used CMMD in a pragmatic manner grounds the present 
work in real-world applications of CMMDs. This pragmatism means the 
present work is of value to health inequalities researchers, healthcare 
resourcing, and governmental organisations. 

The present work is limited by its use of a single CMMD. The weights 
applied to each of the constituent domains and indicators of the SIMD 
are potentially idiosyncratic to Scotland and may limit generalisability. 
Future work using alternative CMMDs with different weight distribu-
tions, or carrying out a sensitivity analysis, can address this limitation. 
Further, self-rated health outcomes are subjective and at least partly 
constructed by an individual comparing themselves to others in close 
proximity. As such, absolute differences in health-related quality of life 
across the population may be inaccurately reflected by self-rated health 
outcomes. This could lead to an underestimate of the degree of 
deprivation-related health inequalities. Objective measures of health 
conditions or outcomes (e.g., diagnosed-disability-adjusted life years) 
would address this limitation. 

4.5. Conclusion 

Our work indicates the risk of endogeneity bias in relation to the use 
of CMMDs in health inequalities research is negligible. Moreover, it 
suggests that current practices surrounding the use of the SIMD and 
similar CMMDs appropriately capture health inequalities due to differ-
ences in deprivation at the area level. Mitigation strategies to avoid 
potential endogeneity bias may be theoretically appropriate and prevent 
health appearing simultaneously in outcome and predictor variables, 
but these strategies appear to have minimal practical impact. Re-
searchers must continue to consider which method of measuring 
deprivation is the most appropriate to the problem at hand and if 
mitigation strategies are worthwhile. However, there is unlikely to be 
any substantial difference in results when using common variations of a 
particular CMMD. Indeed, the selection of measure (e.g, Scottish Index 
of Multiple Deprivation v. single-item indicators), as well as the size of 
the small-area unit chosen, will likely have far more impact on results. 
Even then, the degree of health inequalities between the most- and least- 
deprived areas will in many cases be far larger than variation between 
deprivation measures. The results presented above will also, hopefully, 
be useful to address potential concerns about endogeneity bias raised by 
reviewers and conference audience members. Researchers should be 
reassured by the present work that the selection of deprivation measure 
should be of relatively minor concern in their study design. Focus must 
remain on addressing preventable health inequalities. 
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